OFF-CAMPUS

**SCOTSCARD ADVANTAGE**

Students can now use funds in their Scots PLUS account at participating restaurants, bookstores, coffeehouses, and other great locations.

The SCOTSCARD Advantage program in cooperation with the SCOTSCARD Office is operated, maintained, and supported by Covenant students for Covenant students.

To learn more about the details of the program, contact the Student Merchant Advisory Committee (SMAC) at scotscard@covenant.edu with “SMAC” in the subject line.

**Advantage Merchants**

- **Lookout Mountain Café** (Lookout Mt.)
  Intimate fine dining on the mountain

- **Mr. T’s Pizza and Ice-Cream** (St. Elmo)
  Great college hang-out
  Pizza delivery

- **CVS** (St. Elmo)
  Convenience store items,
  Health items and medications

* Merchant contact information available on the online directory